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(MEASUREMENT CATEGORY III) is applicable to test and measuring circuits 
connected to the distribution part of the building’s low-voltage MAINS 
installation.

CAT III
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Pre-Operation (continued)

GG

GG Resistance indicator

0.1mV

mV Millivolt and mA Milliamps

HH

HH
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CORRECT

INCORRECT
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Completing a Battery 
Voltage Measurement

20m

2m
A

10A
200m

2M

200k

9V
1.5V

10A

10A

MISUSE CAN RESULT FUSE BLOWN

Press Data Hold Button        to hold the 

measurement on display

Insert the RED test lead to VΩ socket  

and BLACK test lead to COM socket        , 

and rotate function knob switch         to 

1.5V or 9V battery test setting.

Connect BLACK test lead to negative and 

RED test lead to positive terminal of battery.

Insert the RED test lead to VΩ socket “C” and 

BLACK test lead to COM socket         , and 

rotate function knob switch “B” to the highest 

V AC (      ) setting (600V).

NOTE: Do not attempt to 

measure over 600V or 200mA

Measure voltage and rotate function knob 

switch to lower range V AC (      ) settings to 

receive highest resolution measurements (600V).

AC Voltage Measurement (≤600V)

Insert the RED test lead to VΩ socket         and 

BLACK test lead to COM socket       , and rotate 

function knob switch         to the highest V DC 

(       ) setting (600V).

Measure voltage and rotate function knob switch 

to lower range V DC (       ) settings to receive 

highest resolution measurements (600V).

DC Voltage Measurement (≤600V)

Press again to release the display and 

return to measurement.
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Insert the RED test lead to VΩ socket  

and BLACK test lead to COM socket        , 

and rotate function knob switch        to the 

highest Ω setting (2MΩ).

De-energize the circuit.

Insert the RED test lead to VΩ socket  

and BLACK test lead to COM socket        , 

and rotate function knob switch        to

(         ) setting.

Measure the diode with test lead. The 

measure reading will show on display 

indicates forward bias, OL indicates reverse 

bias. An open device will show OL on both 

polarities.

Measure resistance by connecting test lead 

to object and rotate the function knob switch 

       to lower range Ω to receive highest 

resolution measurements.

NOTE: When in a Resistance mode and 

the test leads are open (Not connected 

across a resistor or objects), or when 

a failed resistor is under test, the 

display will indicate O.L. This is normal.
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Insert the RED test lead to VΩ socket  

and BLACK test lead to COM socket         , 

and rotate function knob switch        to 

(         ) setting.

De-energize the circuit

For continuity measurement by connecting 

conductor or circuit with test leads. If 

resistance is measured less than 40Ω, an 

audible signal will sound and display will 

show a resistance value. If circuit is open, 

display will show “OL”.

NOTE: Do not attempt to measure 

continuity with live circuit.

NOTE: Do not attempt to measure 

more than 10A

NOTE: When measuring currents 

greater than 5A, a measurement time 

of 30seconds follower by 15 minutes 

of recovery time is recommended.

For mA DC Current less than 200mA, 

Insert the RED test lead to VΩ socket        

and BLACK test lead to COM socket        , 

and rotate function knob switch        

to the highest mA DC setting (200mA).

DC Current less than 200mA

DC Current 200mA to 10A
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For 10A DC current with more than 200mA 

but less than 10A, Insert the RED test lead 

to 10A socket         and BLACK test lead to 

COM socket         , and rotate function knob 

switch        to 10A DC setting (10A).
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Battery Replacement

Fuse Replacement

When (        ) indicator is displayed on LCD, batteries must by replaced.

Remove screw from battery door

Replace 2 x AAA batteries (Note proper polarity)

Replace battery cover and secure with screw.

Fuse may blow if more than 200mA is applied to theVΩ socket        ,more than 10A is 

applied to the 10A socket        , or Voltage has applied to function with current setting. To 

replace fuse:

Remove 4 screws from the back and each screw from the corner Replace blown fuse(s) 

with:

VΩ(mA) socket: 6.3x32mm 400mA/600V

      10A socket: 6.3x32mm 10A/600V

F1: 6.3x32mm 400mA/600V

F2: 6.3x32mm 10A/600V

+
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FUSE: 10A/600V FUSE: 400mA/600V
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